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Overview
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Plan for next year

To organise TWO events:

GOV Symposium & Review 

together in one week

in November 2018 in Halifax, Canada 
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Recalling the 2013 symposium & review

Short summary what happened in November 2013

• We held a co-located GODAE OceanView Symposium &
an independent formal review (as two separate events) at 
Baltimore, MD, USA

• Main outcome from the symposium was a special journal 
issue published in May and Oct 2015

• Main outcome from the review was the GOV Strategic plan 
which states that GOV works on a five-year planning and 
review cycle

• The plan is now to follow this obligation and hold another 
event combining symposium & review
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Objective – Symposium: The primary purpose of the symposium 
is to 
- get a common picture of future development in GOV 10-year 

plan (a.k.a. vision)
- motivate further research in operational oceanography 
- generate white papers and other strategic documents 

responding to needs from other groups, e.g. OSTM, OceanObs, 
JCOMM, etc.

- enhancing end user engagement 

Objective – Review: The primary purpose of the review is to seek 
feedback from experts (review panel) on the GOV future vision 
(as discussed at this meeting)

Objectives (in short)
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Details of events (current plans)

Symposium
Location/venue:  Mariott Harbourfront Hotel, Halifax, Canada
Host:                      DFO/ MEOPAR/ ECCC /(Dalhousie University)
Date:                      26-28 November 2017 (Mon – Wed)
Length:                  3 days 
Special events:     Ice-breaker and conference dinner

Review
Location/venue:  Mariott Harbourfront Hotel, Halifax, Canada
Host:                      DFO/ MEOPAR/ ECCC /(Dalhousie University)
Date:                      29 November 2017 (Thu)
Length:                  ½ - 1 day

http://www.marriott.com/hotels/event-planning/business-meeting/yhzmc-halifax-marriott-harbourfront-hotel/
http://www.marriott.com/hotels/event-planning/business-meeting/yhzmc-halifax-marriott-harbourfront-hotel/
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• Front runner for venue is the Mariott Harbourfront Hotel located 
next to the Harbour Waterfront

• Available during the planned week (26-30 Nov 2017)

• Hotel guests offered room rate of $179 CAD   (negotiable) 

• Meeting rooms are around $30,000 for 5 days, but could be free 
depending on if we get enough guests using the hotel

• Other venues available too

Venue

http://www.marriott.com/hotels/event-planning/business-meeting/yhzmc-halifax-marriott-harbourfront-hotel/
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Symposium themes & sessions
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Symposium structure (a)

5 sessions on 3 days

Session 1 – Introduction  (objectives, outcomes, etc.)

Session 2 – Task Team themes (introduced by TT co-chairs followed 
by splinter session per TT theme) 

Session 3 – Overview of observing system, modelling, products

Session 4 – Overview of applications and Future of operational 
oceanography 

Session 5 – Splinter sessions related to end users
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Symposium structure (b)
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Symposium session support

- Session content decision: Need to agree with GOVST on 
session content

- Session leaders: Need to assign sessions/sub-sessions to 
GOVST members (e.g. TT co-chairs) to organise/coordinate: 
e.g. (key) speakers invitations, session rapporteuring, 
coordination with other sessions (avoid unnecessary overlap)

- Session outcomes: Proceedings or Community paper/special 
issue contributions and coordination of authors & co-authors

- Session coordination: Liaison with programme 
committee/GOVST co-chairs
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Sessions in detail (1/5)

Session 1 – Introduction  

1.1 Welcome messages

1.2.1 Operational Oceanography: Past present and
future (invited speakers, 1 hour)

The following slides show the 4 symposium sessions as 
currently proposed. We need to discuss and agree 
their structure and contributions.
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Sessions in detail (2/5)

Session 2 – Task Team themes 
TT co-chair introductions + splinter session talks and 
discussions (AGU style) 

2.1  Coastal and Shelf Seas 

2.2  Intercomparison and Validation

2.3  Observing System evaluations

2.4  Data Assimilation

2.5  Marine Ecosystem Analysis and predictions

2.6  Coupled Predictions
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Sessions in detail (3/5)

Session 3 – Overview of observing system, modelling, products

Three overview presentations (internal / external speaker? – TBC)

3.1  Assessment / status of present observation system, and 
future direction for improved Ocean Analysis and Forecasting 
(in-situ and remote sensing) overview 

3.2 Modelling capacity status – future outlook 

3.3 Ocean data/products access / visualisation tools, 
dissemination approaches, future trends and outlook ? 
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Sessions in detail (4/5)

Session 4 – Overview of applications and Future of operational 
oceanography 

4.1  The future of Ocean Observations

4.2  Enhanced User Engagement

4.3  An Implementation Plan for GODAE OceanView (see also    
comment)

[Comment: should we call it a White Paper about the future of GODAE 
OceanView?]
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Sessions in detail (5/5)

Session 5 – Themes related to end user 

Organised as splinter sessions

5.1  End user applications and needs

5.2  Accessibility to products, visualisation tools, catalogues and 
portals

5.3   Fora on specific subjects

GOV position for Ocean OBS

GOV position for OSTM

GOV position for CMEMS
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Organisation / committees
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Committees
Currently one committee deals with the organisation 
of the symposium:

Symposium & Review organising committee or Programme 
Committee

Members: Fraser Davidson, Eric Chassignet, PN Vinayachandaran, 
Paul DiGiacomo, John Siddorn and Kirsten Wilmer-Becker.

The organising committee met several times over the summer and 
early autumn to discuss the event organisation, propose the 
agenda and agree on location and date.

Main results so far:
• Decided on location and date
• Agreed themes/session for symposium
• Proposed Symposium objectives & agenda
• Involvement with sponsors
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Committees

Need to form TWO further committees:

- Local organising committee (LOC)

- Venue and location issues
- Catering
- Technical organisation (website, registration, document 

submissions, finances)
- Other….

- Review Organising Committee (ROC)

- identify and invite panel chair and members
- Work with Review Panel to agree process and required 

documentation
- Communicates with the GOVST members to inform about 

review details
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Your help needed

We need volunteers to 

- Support the Programme (or Science) Committee

o To work on symposium agenda, invitation of invited 
speakers, chairing sessions and discussions, rapporteuring at 
the event, etc.

- Join the Local Organising Committee 

o To work on local organisation, support fundraising, local 
visits, link to local organisers, etc.

- Support the Review Organising committee

o To identify and invite review panel members, work on 
documentation for the review, support review 
communication with GOVST, etc.
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Review Panel considerations

How many members do you want to invite and how do you identify 
them?

• Geographically (by continent)

• Disciplinary (by areas of expertise)

• By sector (by areas of work – research, government, etc.)

What should be the main outcome of the review?

Timeline of action (invitation, etc.) – need to act very soon
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Finances
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Symposium/review funding estimate

Current funding effort supported by a number of Canadian host 
organisations:

Expenditure

• Room rental                                                               $30k
• Food                                                                            $70k
• Posters, printing, IT, poster boards, etc.               $70k
• Invited speaker/review panel travel                      $20k 
• Total out                                                                    $190k

Revenue

• Canadian sponsors  50% confirmed     $160k 
• Industry sponsors    estimated                 $32k
• Total in $192k
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Next steps
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Upcoming actions

• Confirm event venue and dates to the wider community

• Confirm committee members 

• Decide on timeline for organisation of symposium and review

• Secure all required funding

• Set up web information and event registration
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Thank you


